The Vibrant colours of Asia are all here

Experience the unique potpourri of Asia’s great cultures — Malay, Chinese, Indian and the many ethnic groups of Sabah and Sarawak. Fully radiant with colour, marvelously throbbing with life, Malaysia welcomes you to partake in an incomparable Asian feast for the senses.

MALAYSIA — A Great Holiday Destination

As English is so commonly spoken, Malaysia offers a wide variety of things to do for visitors & tourists. From shopping to enjoying delicious food and experiencing nature at its most majestic.

Hundreds of islands and beaches to explore, huge underground caverns to venture, modern skyscrapers and high profiled infrastructures to see and the many different cultures and traditions to experience - an amazing vast selection of interests one could occupy themselves with in Malaysia.

Organized by OMEC in Partnership with Malaysian Government Departments & Agencies, Businesses, Trade Organizations & Associations in the United Kingdom, supported by the Malaysian High Commission

THE HIGH COMMISSION OF MALAYSIA

THE MALAYSIAN BUSINESS FORUM

Tun Abdul Razak Research Centre
Brickendonbury, Hertford
SG13 8NL

Saturday
1st September 2007
10.00am to 6.00pm

FREE ENTRANCE

For further enquiries, please contact:
020 8669 1101 www.my-omec.com

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE FROM HERTFORD NORTH OR EAST TRAIN STATIONS TO THE CARNIVAL

Check OMEC website for latest up-to-date information.
EXCEPTIONALLY BIGGER THAN EVER!
A SPECIAL GOLDEN JUBILEE EXTRAVAGANZA...

MUSIC & DANCES
Malaysian Artist - Sharizan Borhan
Traditional dancing & singing
Lion dance

ENTERTAINMENT
Appearance by Malaysian F1 driver – Fairuz Fauzy
Martial Arts performance
Cooking demonstration
Karaoke

FOOD & DELICACIES
Variety of delicious, tasty & spicy authentic Malaysian food

CHILDREN
Face painting
Bouncy Castle
Children football
Mini Disco
More surprises

OTHERS
Presence of Malaysia Airlines crew in past & present uniforms
Display of Malaysian made vehicles

HANDICRAFTS
Malaysian hand made crafts & accessories on sale

RAFFLE DRAWS
Attractive prizes to be won with the star prize of return tickets to Malaysia courtesy of Malaysia Airlines plus - sale of 50 return flights to Malaysia at £50 per ticket (terms & conditions apply & non-negotiable)

FUN, GAMES & SPORTS
Badminton
Football
Golf
TP Bowling
Tele-match
Tug of war

Visit Malaysia
Celebrating 50 Years of Nationhood